FOCUS NEWS

SOLIDARITY DAY
SEPTEMBER 19, 1981

Join the Solidarity Day Rally to demand jobs being sponsored by the AFL-CIO and other labor groups. It will begin at 12 Noon at the intersection of Polk St. Many gay and lesbian groups have already endorsed the rally... the Stonewall Gay Democratic Club, Solidarity, the Bay Area Gay Democratic Club... to mention but three of the groups.

The Peoples Anti-War Mobilization will have a contingent at the rally and you are being urged by them to join the Labor Focus of P.A.M. for it will begin at 12 Noon at the intersection of Polk and Taylor. It will begin at 12 Noon at the intersection of Polk and Taylor.

At 12 Noon the LGBTQ community will hold a rally at the intersection of Polk and Taylor. It will begin at 12 Noon at the intersection of Polk and Taylor.
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SAN FRANCISCO, Ca//., Sept.15.—GAY NEWSPAPER PAPERS BY ORDER OF FEDERAL COURT

The Sentinel, the second oldest gay publication, has been declared bankrupt and the legal and U.S. District Court, King gave the order, thus allowing the creditors to try and gain some of the money owed them by the Sentinel. Staff members arrived at the office of the paper on Monday only to find the door-looks changed. They went to the home of publisher Morris on Hartford St, off Castro to try and seek the why and wherefore, particularly in regard to their pay checks. Morris was unavailable for comment. But he did say one local daily that he owned the same Sentinel and that the corporation which he hosted, "I had enough, not him, and that he was still going to try to publish the paper. Yet, his principle Warren's Walker Press was one of his creditors. Morris bought the paper from Walker's Edwards, a local daily in Mendicino County, and it is reported that he still owns him some money too.

HOUSTON, Texas, Sept.5.—KILLER OF GAY ACTIVIST FREED! Houston Police Officer, Kevin M. McCoy, 26, who was charged with having murdered gay political activist, Fred Paz in June 1980, was found not guilty, by a jury of "his peers" only after four hours of back and forth debate. The Officer claimed that Paz, 27, offered to "perform certain activity" with him in a Houston, Tex., car. He stated that they both attempted to arrest the gay activist and that the gun "went off acci
dently." But, the Grand Jury indictment stated that the off-duty cop was "arrested, and had admitted to the Grand Jury that he "had thrown the loaded gun at the scene of the crime." Yet this testimony was not allowed in the actual trial, so the obviously guilty killer cop goes free to terrorize more gays in the city of Houston Texas. Justice down Texas way.
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...we are off and running once more.
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Jimmy as well, as they did have a lovely time on the Gab’s yacht in Sausalito-lands.

FOCUS Views-

Ms. Feinstein has shown absolutely no sympathy for the poor of San Francisco. She continually endorses candidates in the SF General Hospital, as well as clinics in social services and housing sectors. Ms. Feinstein lives and eats extremely well in her high-fenced mansion. This is perhaps why she is so cold and indifferent to the needs of the poor. The squatting and prisoners’ rights for the many of us who are not in her City this week they stand to the heavens. Words, cheap metaphors and "eats for" all anyone can expect from a person of her cold denizens. Comprehension, understanding, mercy. are three words that are said to describe us, yet we can look at our health and their health, and whilst result, simply cannot seem to comprehend except in the way of the health and their health, and whilst result, simply cannot seem to comprehend except in the way of healing.

But do not believe that people have made to earn a living, and live it on.

We do not believe that people have made to earn a living, and live it on.

P.O. Box 7335, San Francisco, Calif. 94120
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FocusTheatre: 

Carls Follow Spot

It takes courage, almost to the level of foolhardy bravery, to produce an original show in a theater in San Francisco using boat talent. San Franciscans tend to poke fun at themselves as part of their self-awareness, so they are unimpressed by attempts to play for laughs. However, when a group of boat people (come on, admit it, don't you really constantly call "Boys" either, unless it's within the past few feet of being a movie) (Kathleen Higa, Colleen Cullen, and Debra Enge) produce and star in their own productions rather makes this a hollow boast. Deliberately slack or gulf tournaments can be a lot of fun, but are hardly taken seriously by knowledgeable heads of either sport.

All of which is particularly apropos right now because there are currently two locally produced original musical reviews that each stage now that entertainment. Their common denominator is that they are keenly interested in the past. Having been a chronicler of the times, I was extremely impressed at how accurately the show captures the feelings of those years. Thousands were killed on battlefields all over the world, millions separated from home and those they loved; but, my God, they were exciting days — there was a passion to it — a sense of purpose, and, which seems to be an only in today's America. Reality has a sense any production as an essentially optimistic piece of escapism.

The show's done through illusions (rather than Charles Pierce type recreations) of that era's stars and in almost every case, that work extremely well, we recognize Sinatra, Kate Smith, Lauren Bacall, immediately. However, the highlight of the show must be the one with a cross, but on a swastika; a soldier crucified, not on a cross, but on a swastika; a soldier, crucified, not on a cross, but on a swastika. The horror of that performer or enhance the reviewer's love for the show. FURTHERMORE...

...a fun production.

It's a dance review of the Dotted Young People that she took in decades of music: Art's current, Art's the duets and Art II of the Thirties. Unfortunately, the latter two don't live up to the sparkle of the first act but excellent entertaining number, a superb costume, some hilarious repartee, and a highly talented, enigmatic star (although I wish they wouldn't deadpan quite so much) contain to make it a fun production.

NOTE TO PUBLICISTS: The above show and all coming up:

Reminiscent and original, but the audience will clearly appreciate your listing the performers in each number. Wandering in a morass of twelve names trying to decide who is going to be the next moment, fearing it was too "revolutionary") is being given as excellent production at the Victorian (call 956-9531 for information). Directly above is featured in the Bedini Theatre Project's production of Mark Miroly's "The Old Man," 11/11/66 at 8:00 p.m. at 401 17th Street. Call 221-0070 for information.

The most astonishing aspect of this rarely performed musical is how tame such once controversial material seems today. Not that it is dated, it isn't: Its inherent truths so accurately reflect all of this.

The plot line of Neville Chamberlain's announcement of a non-aggression pact with Hitler. It is subtitled on the program as "Boy's plays in the form of a tragiparody happening on a small stage". Individuals in the audience are targeted as representatives of the times. Having been a teen-ager during most of that decade, I was extremely impressed at how accurately the show captures the feelings of those years. Thousands were killed on battlefields all over the world, millions separated from home and those they loved; but, my God, they were exciting days — there was a passion to it — a sense of purpose, and, which seems to be an only in today's America. Reality has a sense any production as an essentially optimistic piece of escapism.
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Reflects
Paul Robeson (1898-1976).
In a cold night rain we arrive at the Harlem
Theatre by storm.

"SEA NYMPH" is a play which Toni Leroy Sloan (above) wishes to feature in its
stage debut in the near future. But in the meantime, he's back in the same old grind,
modeling clothing, going to Tahoe, Vegas and Reno, not to mention his

SET "FOCUS FABLES!"

NOTE TO THE "GRAY FOX": Ours Col. David Wayne, you are expected to put
face Ron at the Castle Grand Bravissima right away or you just may get fast!
For all those of you who don't know what a gray fox is, it's a very fast fox
tails from Olga Schaefer which is being distributed by Budweiser and to the benefit of
REY DEE DEE AND HER FLOCK...this is something that you have to see to believe.

DIFFICULT TIMES "The Love of the Raisins" has "services" each afternoon for "her flock" which consists of the Raisin Brothers...and the Bush Barbecue. You'll have to excuse stories of this second act's
congregation in the next issue. Mother Inenny Leila DeTory tells all told you

"WHERE IS THIS" was the words of the founding president of the Banana
Dome Club when he quit the Club before last Saturday's funeral. Bananas! Seems that he and the Club don't get along, perhaps due to the fact that the City Hall has the handi capped, something which he revered most. They tell he's been already begun work
on a new Dome Club...that's the way to do it, if you don't have the money to start
and start another one! Bananas! That's one way to register new voters.

SPEAKING OF VOTER REGISTRATION...October 3rd is the last day to register
if you intend to vote on any of the ballot propositions which could very well affect you. If your letter is late in S.F. There is no real election outside of the Ballot propositions...Mary Callahan is running unopposed
and George Agnost has no credible opposition of note.

LITTLEST ANGEL ON HAIGHT STREET...yes indeed. Harry "Tony" Leeson and his wife and family are at that's a
mournful occasion to go to Haight Street...you all remember them from SIR (Society
for Individual Rights) the Rims Brothers and City Bears these days and lighthearted. Greatly
PHONE BOOTH BOB......call me!...

ROBERT DEAN isn't as haughty as alleged if the D.A. office or anyone else is looking for him, he is in Los Angeles now. Details later!!!!!!!

CASTRO GAY IN "THE SATURDAY NIGHT" OK well! On Monday night at the
member of a group on Polk by Minnie district Louis
Ripper. Castro rium came to Polk to protest...hence why didn't they go to Minnie?

HEADQUARTERS no longer with Coca
Beer. Thank you to Sidney all right but and happy
good and night place ALC Centrum.

ALLAN LLOYDS & DONNY for brunch.
no Market Street house. Everyone_TRANSFER 30 cent for a half dozen. But that's a big deal here.
"The artist must elect to fight for freedom or
and creativity, overflowing with humanity
people. But when he died, he was torn to:
and national oppression, standing up to a
imperialism. The mighty forces of U.S. racism hound
mathrm for daze and knights...lust!!!
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FOCUS MEMO
by ED DOLLAK

VICTORY IN CENTRAL CITY/TENDERLOIN!

The owner of the Hotel Dalt on Turk Street, after a long fight, has sold the hotel for one million bucks. The previous owner, an elderly man, proceeded with a mass eviction of his tenants (some of whom are elderly; two of them died during the eviction hassle), so he could turn the hotel exclusively for tourists. But the tenants are fighting this eviction and are confident that they will emerge victorious.

Police sweeps along Polk Street continue. The more reason why we need a citizen's review board. Right, Harry Britt?

The day to rally for Solidarity (September 19) is fast approaching. Prisoners in San Francisco and hundreds and hundreds of thousands more in Washington D.C. and nationwide as well will participate in this “solidarity of the masses.” Perhaps “Bonzo” Reagan will get involved. There are millions of anger-prone members of this society who are not gay and who don’t give a damn about gay and lesbian turds.

It has come to my attention that my former place of residence, the Glenbum Hotel (later renamed the Abigail) on McAllister Street, is for sale at a price of one million bucks. When the present owner bought this hotel back in May ‘79, he proceeded with a mass eviction of its tenants (some of them elderly; two of them died during the eviction hassle), so he could turn the hotel exclusively for tourists. But the tenants are fighting this eviction and are confident that they will emerge victorious. Tenants Against Conversion (TAC), a housing organization for Tenderloin residents, with legal counsel, and help the tenants in housing problems such as evictions, illegal rent increases, residential hotel conversions, etc. If you are interested in assisting TAC, please call the number above. It will be appreciated.
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Police sweeps along Polk Street continue....

FOCUS RELIGION

The Moral Majority’s threats are now becoming realities. Congressman Lloyd McDonald, who tried to ban full page ads trying to solicit funds to aid any legal assistance program for lesbians and gays, has plunged and gone to the Senate after his rights on his favorite people. Congratulations to the Hotel Dalt tenants!
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It has come to my attention that my former place of residence, the Glenbum Hotel (later renamed the Abigail) on McAllister Street, is for sale at a price of one million bucks. When the present owner bought this hotel back in May ‘79, he proceeded with a mass eviction of its tenants (some of them elderly; two of them died during the eviction hassle), so he could turn the hotel exclusively for tourists. But the tenants are fighting this eviction and are confident that they will emerge victorious.

Police sweeps along Polk Street continue....
JOHN GAYLORD (FLOYD EISLER)....

FOCUS FABES?

GUARDIAN ANGELS PURKINS sell flushing the air and denying our Folk vocals
with filthy and nasty language. Proudly those with their vocal talents. This is the company that now.

This is the year that's going to be a great one. Proudly those with their vocal talents. This is the company that now.

TOM LOVETT SOUSA is gaining in fame and popularity.... and seems that he has landed an upper.

...etc." as you said RPT said it was going to be. I mean, after all? And what's with the P... 

...the Christy Twins in 3D? Truly seeing all this meat almost coming into you in breakfast in bed? "Perhaps Doug Shook
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But... the "vultures" are fluttering over the news. So, with Bob Ross interested.
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HEAVY EQUIPMENT

3 DIMENSION

ROGER  JACK WRANGLER  AL PARKER  CHRISTY TWINS

the rob hill cinema
729 bush st  tele 781 9468

plus "THE BACK ROW"